
 

Asio USB Control Panel 2.7.8 Fixed

the other good thing about running the control panel utility is that it will set
the default buffer sizes for asio drivers, so that the same values are used by

the host application. generally this will be a single buffer of the size you
specify, with the exception of the asio multimedia driver, where you'll get the
standard three buffers of the size you specify in the preferences. wdm drivers
are also capable of excellent performance with some applications (particularly

sonar), but generally take more setting up to achieve the lowest latency
values, since you can often choose both the number of buffers and their sizes.

where and how to adjust these depends on the individual application (see
next section). if your audio interface only has wdm drivers that provide

mediocre performance but your application is asio-compatible, try
downloading michael tippach's freeware asio4all driver ( ). this is a universal
asio overlay that sits on top of any device's existing wdm driver to provide it
with full asio support, and often far lower latencies. all of the above i have

been trying with the usb da6 audio interface or its asio4all overlay. how about
a different sound card? the alternative is to use asio4all with an external

sound card, with its own asio driver. many sound cards have asio drivers that
are written by the manufacturer and released as free software, or as "player-

friendlies" that cost money to license. these are usually more capable and
usually better than the wdm drivers that are provided by most sound card

manufacturers. most are also faster, so we can expect better performance. on
the other hand, they cost money, and you can't just take them out of the box
and plug them in. once again, the manufacturer or player-friendlies typically
have some form of control panel to configure the card, and to set the latency

values. however, there is also a "free" form of asio driver that can be used
with many sound cards, and even some old sound cards that don't have any

form of control panel. this can be downloaded from michael tippach's website
( ). these asio drivers are generally faster and more accurate than the

manufacturer-provided drivers, and can often be found for a much lower
price. the great thing about these drivers is that they are a single compact file

that you can just unpack and run on any sound card, no matter the
manufacturer. once again, if you can find a control panel, that is a big plus. if

you have a sound card that is not listed in the drivers page, search for
"unsupported sound card" and you will find the driver. you can then download
it as a single file, unpack it, and run it. some sound cards do not support asio-
overlay drivers. in this case, you can download the "hardware" asio driver and

use the control panel that comes with it.
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as a developer, i would like to have some guarantee that the asio apis provide
the same api results in a constant time with respect to the audio latency. i
would like to be able to do some timing and have the control panel display
the results so i can check that the driver is not altering the timings. anyone
running tascam's gigastudio will require gsif drivers, which mostly provide a
fixed but low latency of between 6ms and 9ms and thus will work very well

from day one without any tweaking. however, some modern interfaces
provide a range of gsif buffer sizes under windows xp, generally chosen using
a similar utility to the asio control panel. ok-> the control panel of the current

driver opens and i can get changes via the messaging system in my audio
setup dialog but this call immediately returns and i am not able to wait for the

control panel to be closed, so i can work further with my application having
this control panel window open - it seems to be openend modeless. when

recording your raw files, you should aim to avoid using more than one buffer
of audio at a time. although most daws will be able to handle the maximum

buffer size of 8192 bytes, you can usually get around half of that without any
problems, for a total of 4096 bytes. the asio4all panel has a range of buffer
sizes you can select, starting at 16384 bytes up to 8192 bytes, which is the
maximum buffer size supported by most daws and the most common buffer
size used in recording. the only major difference between an asio driver and
an asio4all driver is that the asio driver will allow the daw to control the asio
hardware, whereas the asio4all driver works as an entirely separate entity on
the computer, and you can't control the daw from the asio4all panel. we will

touch on the use of an asio driver in a later tutorial. 5ec8ef588b
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